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Introduction
We present a package in Maple for solving Semide��
nite Programming� Semide�nite Programming �SP� is
the problem of optimizing a linear function of a sym�
metric matrix subject to linear equality constraints and
the condition that the matrix of variables be positive
semide�nite� SP is strong enough to represent combi�
natorial problems and very recently� it has been used to
obtain good approximation algorithms for several prob�
lems� namely Max Cut �	
� Max �SAT ��
� Graph Col�
oring �
� etc� All of them use the key fact that SP can
be solved in linear time �by either Ellipsoid algorithms
��
 or Interior�Point algorithms ��� �� ��
��

We have implemented in Maple Language the Interi�
or�Point algorithm of Alizadeh ��
� The routines which
solve the problem are collected in a Maple package�
called semide�nite� which can be used similarly and as
easily as any other Maple package �like linalg� for exam�
ple�� It can be used by users who have some knowledge
of Maple �though few�� It can also be executed from the
system �outside Maple� and therefore there is no need of
knowing Maple at all� The package can be used either
to test feasibility of a SP or to �nd the optimal solution�
when it is feasible� To the best of our knowledge this is
the �rst program in Maple to solve SP�

The De�nition of the SP Problem

In this section we give the de�nition of SP� of its dual
and brie�y review the main points of the duality theory�
For more details the reader is referred to ��
� ��
� ���
�

Semide�nite Programming is the problem of optimiz�
ing �min� max� a linear function of a symmetric matrix
X � fxijg subject to linear equality constraints on vari�
ables xij and the constraint that the matrix X be pos�
itive semide�nite �psd for short�� i�e�� for the minimum
case�

minimize C �X
subject to

Ai �X � bi� � � i � m
X be psd

����
��� ���

where C� Ai� � � i � m and X are n � n�matrices� X
is symmetric and b is an m�vector� The operation � is
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the inner product of matrices� A � B �
P

i�j aijbij �

trace�ATB�� We refer to Eq� ��� as the Primal prob�
lem�

The condition for the matrixX to be symmetric and
psd is crucial for SP� Recall that when X is symmetric�
then the condition for X to be psd is� there is a real
matrix V such that V V T � X� Such a matrix V can
be found in polynomial time by an incomplete Cholesky
decomposition �see e�g� ��
��

As for Linear Programming �LP�� there is a duality
theory for SP� The Dual problem of Eq� ��� is to �nd
a vector y � �y�� � � � � ym� such that

maximize bT y
subject to

C �Pm

i�� yiAi be psd�

��
� ���

Weak Duality
If X and y are feasible solutions for both the primal and
dual respectively� then C �X � bTy�
Strong Duality
If there is an m�vector y such that the matrix

Pm

i�� yiAi

is psd� then

inffC�X �X primal solutiong�supfbTy � dual solutiong
Duality Gap
Let the matrix S be S � C �Pm

i�� yiAi� The duality
gap between the objective function of the primal and
the dual is X � S � C �X � bTy�

Given a SP� if strong duality holds then there exists
a primal solution X and a dual solution y such that the
corresponding duality gap is zero� Thus� X and y are
optimal�

The Interior�Point Algorithm
Notations� z denotes a �known� lower bound on the
optimal value z� of the objective function of the primal�
Let X� be the current primal solution and L� an n� n�
matrix such that L�L

T
� � X� The following notations

are used in the description of the algorithm� Given a
matrix A� vecA denotes the column vector made up of
columns of A stacked on each other taken from left to
right� Given m square n � n�matrices A�� � � � � Am� A
denotes the m�n��matrix whose ith row is vecTAi� i�e�
we write each matrix as a row and then these rows are
stacked on each other� from A� to Am�
The Primal�Dual Potential Function is

��X�S� � �n� dpne� lnX � S � ln det�XS��

�
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This function indicates the convergence of the algorithm�
At each iteration it decreases at least like an arithmetic
progression�
The Projective Transformation T
Maps an n � n�symmetric matrix X to a pair �X�x��
where X is also an n � n�matrix and x is an dpne�
vector�
The Inverse Projective Transformation T ��
Finds the primal solution X candidate for the next it�
erate�

X � T ���X�x� �
L�XLT�P
j xj��d

p
ne� �

The function y�z�� Computes the �vector� candidate
for the new dual iterate�

y�z� �
�
�AjA
�AjA
T��� �AjA
� vecC

c�z�

�

where C � LT�CL�� c�z� � ��z�dpne� � �� A � A�L� �
L�� and A � ����dpne�b � �T and � denotes the Kro�
necker product of matrices�
The function S�z�� Computes the �matrix� candidate
for the the new dual iterate�

S�z� � C �Mat�ATy�z��

where Mat�AT y� �
Pm

i�� yiAi�
The function P�z�� This is an �n� � dpne��vector �in
the transformed space� such that�

vecX�

x�

�
�

�
vecI
�

�
� �

P �z�

jjP �z�jj ���

for some � � � � � and can be computed in terms of
the previous functions by�

P �z� �

	
vec�LT� S�z�L��

bTy�z��z
dpne �



� C �X� � z

n� dpne
�

vecI
�

�
�	�

The main result of the Duality Theory is the following
theorem�

Theorem � Let X� and y� be �strictly� interior solu�
tions for the primal and the dual� respectively� Let also
S� � C �Pm

i�� yiAi� z� � bTy�� X�z� � T ���X�� x���
y� � y�z�� and� �nally� S� � S�z��� Then there exists
an absolute constant � such that either

��X�z�� S�� � ��X�� S��� �

or
��X�� S�� � ��X�� S�� � ��

Theorem � is the basis for the Interior�Point algorithm�
The algorithm constructs a sequence of primal�dual fea�
sible solutions �X�� y�� S��� �X�� y�� S��� � � � such that

�a� ��X�� S�� � E
p
n� for some constant E

�b� � i� ��Xi��� Si��� � ��Xi� Si�� ��

Then� it was shown that for the solution �Xk� yk� Sk�
with k � O�

p
n j log �j�� the duality gap vanishes� i�e�

�Xk� yk� Sk� is an optimal solution�

Remark � The value of � in Eq� ��� is such that the
corresponding primal solution X�z� �� T ���X�x� re�
duces the potential function � by at least �� It is shown
that by choosing � �� ���� the potential function is re�
duced by at least � � ���� However� it is possible to
optimize the value for �� i�e to �nd �� for which the
reduction of � is greater than ��	� The value �� to
compute the primal solution of the �k � ��th iteration
is found by

�� �� argmin ����� ��Xk � �LkWkL
T
k � Sk�

where k indicates the current iteration and Wk is the
matrix made up of the �rst n� elements of the vector
P �zk��kP �zk�k taken column�wise�

Remark � Note that in iteration k� zk is the lower
bound for the objective function of the primal� This
bound is updated whenever the dual solution y is updated
�i�e� when yk�� �� y�zk��� by taking zk�� �� bTy�zk��
In fact� the value for zk can be optimized as follows� We
�rst compute

z� �� argmin z � z
k

��X�S�z��

and then we take zk�� �� bTy�z��� For this value of
zk��� the algorithm converges faster�

bigM Method
In the Interior�Point algorithm� it is assumed that the
problem is feasible and bounded� So� given an instance
of SP� we �rst have to check whether the problem is
feasible and bounded� In our Maple program� we have
adapted the bigM method� similarly as in Linear Pro�
gramming�

Let X� and S� be �arbitrary� positive de�nite and
semide�nite matrices� respectively and y� an arbitrary
vector� Let alsoM and N be two big positive constants�
We take the following SP program corresponding to Eq�
����

minimize C �X �Mx�
subject to

AvecX � �b� AvecX��x� � b
�C �ATy� � S�� �X � x� � �N
X be psd� x� � �� x� � �

������
�����

���

�
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and its dual

maximize b � y � Ns�
subject to

AT y � S � �C �AT y� � S��s� � C
�b �AvecX��y � s� �M
S be psd� s� � �� s� � �

������
�����
���

Notice that both Eqs� ��� and ��� are always feasible
�provided that M and N are big enough� by taking�

X �� X�� x� �� �� x� �� N � �C � ATy� � S�� �X�

for the primal� and

y �� y�� S �� S�� s� �� �� s� ��M � �b�AvecX��y�

for the dual�
We can take� for example� X� �� I �the identity

matrix�� S� �� I and y� �� � �the vector of all ��s�
and then run the Interior�Point algorithm� If M and N
are appropriate bounds �i�e� such that there are feasible
solutions within M and N � then any optimal solution
of Eqs� ��� and ��� with x� 	� � or s� 	� � indicates
infeasibility� Otherwise� X and S are the desired feasible
solutions�

Remark 	 How to �nd appropriate M and N
 Of
course� M �and also N� can be a bound on the num�
ber of bits in the answer of the primal solution� �resp�
dual solution�� But� unlike Linear Programming� in SP
the number of bits in the solution can be exponential�
so M and N would have an exponential number of bits�
Therefore� the condition x� 	� � or s� 	� � should be in�
terpreted as� the problem is not feasible or the feasible
solutions are not within the given bounds�

The Package
We have implemented in Maple Language� Maple V���
the Alizadeh�s Interior�Point algorithm for SP given by
Eq� ���� The Maple package� which we call semidef�
inite consists of di�erent routines �Maple procedures�
used for solving SP� However� the user needs only the
following three functions�

bigM� SDP� SDF�

In what follows we give a detailed description of these
functions�

bigM� This function tests the feasibility of a given
SP and is called �within a Maple session� as follows�

� bigM�A�� A�� � � � � Am�C�b�epsilon�M�N��

where A�� A�� � � � � Am� C� b is the instance of SP� epsilon
is the accuracy for the duality gap and M � N are con�
stants� If the instance is feasible �i�e� there is some fea�
sible solution within the given bounds M and N � then
this function returns the feasible solutions X and �y� S�
for both the primal and the dual problem� otherwise
returns infeasible�

Note that this function can be used also to test the
feasibility of a semide�nite system� that means a SP
without objective function� However� in order to solve a
SP� there is no need for the user to invoke this function�
since it is invoked from inside SDF� as described below�
The function bigM stops when one of the following con�
ditions hold�

�a� x� and s� are less than or equal to epsilon �see Eqs�
��� and ����

�b� The duality gap is less than or equal to epsilon�

In case �a� the function outputs a feasible solution� In
case �b�� if both x� and s� are less than or equal to
epsilon then the output solution is feasible� otherwise
the problem is not feasible or there is no feasible solution
within the given bounds�

SDP� This function �nds an optimal solution to
a given instance of SP� provided that the user knows
feasible solutions X and y for both primal and dual�
corresponding to that instance� This function is called
as follows�

� SDP�A�� A�� � � � � Am�C�b�X�y�epsilon��

Of course� in general� �nding an initial feasible solution
for SP is not a trivial task even for instances of small
sizes� However� there are SP for which a feasible solu�
tion can be found easily� A typical example is Max Cut
problem on a graph� As it was shown in �	
� this prob�
lem can be formulated as a SP with feasible solution
the identity matrix� In such cases� the user can invoke
directly the SDP function�

SDF� This function takes as input an instance of SP
and constantsM � N � � and outputs an optimal solution
if the problem is feasible� otherwise returns infeasible�
The following is the calling sequence�

� SDF�A�� A�� � � � � Am�C�b�epsilon�M�N��

This function uses the function bigM to �nd an initial
solution and then �nds the optimal one� If the prob�
lem is not feasible or has no solutions within the given
bounds then SDF returns infeasible�

How to use the Package

Suppose we have the package in the directory ��dir��
First we have to tell Maple where to �nd the package�
For this� edit the �le �mapleinit in your home directory�

�
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This �le is the personal initialization �le where you can
put commands to be read by Maple upon startup� Write
in this �le the following�

libname�����dir��

Then� start a �new� session of Maple� Now� in Maple�
write

� with�semide�nite��

Following Maple will return�

Warning� new definition for norm
Warning� new definition for trace

�SDF � SDP � argmin a b� argmin inf d � bigM � cholesky �
concatenar matrices� concatenar vectors�
factorizar� func	 zeta� func G� func G	 � func P �

func S � func T inverse� func beta� func y � func z �
func zeta� funcion	 y � funcion	 y dual � init�
intersectar � kron prod � kron prod	 � limite�
matrizar vector � sdp� vector cte � vectorizar matriz 


Now we are ready to call any function of this list�
particularly the functions SDF� SDP and bigM we need�
Before doing this� we should write all the matrices Ai� C
and the vector b in Maple using the commands matrix
and vector of the package linalg� Also� we should
assign a value to the accuracy epsilon� and to the con�
stants M � N and then call those functions as explained
above�

Invoking from Outside Maple

The package can also be invoked from the system� This
is particularly valuable for applications that need to
solve an SP problem internally� We provide a command
that takes from the standard input an instance of the
problem� internally executes a Maple session to solve it
and returns the results in the standard output�

The input and output use plain ASCII� and their
format is easy to process automatically� We provide
di�erent command�line options� which allow to provide
or not an initial solution� to search for an optimal or just
for a feasible solution� to get more or less information
about the result �e�g� only the optimum value of the
objective function or also the matrix X� or even y and
S�� etc�

An Example
Let us consider the following SP�

C �X � minimize
xii � xi���i�� � xi�i�� � xi���i � �� i � � � � �n�
trace�X� � n
X be psd

����
���
���

where Cij � ��� � i� j� and let�s solve the instance ob�
tained for n � �� Note that in terms of Eq� ��� our
instance of Eq� ��� is de�ned by the matrices�

A	 ��

�
����

� �� � � �
�� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

�
�����

A ��

�
����

� � � � �
� � �� � �
� �� � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

�
�����

A� ��

�
����

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � �� �
� � �� � �
� � � � �

�
�����

A� ��

�
����

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � ��
� � � �� �

�
�����

A� ��

�
����

� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �
� � � � �

�
�����

C ��

�
����

�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��
�� �� �� �� ��

�
�����

Therefore� to solve it with semide�nite we follow
these steps	�

�� Enter a Maple session

�� Write

� with�semide�nite��with�linalg��Digits�����

�� De�ne the matrix C by introducing

� C��matrix��������� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
��

	� De�ne �in the same way� the matrices Ai� for exam�
ple


�We are supposing that we don�t know any feasible solution�

although in this example the identity matrix is primal feasible�
�We can write it also as a whole list� like the matrix C� but in

this case the matrix is a sparse one� so we have used the option

sparse for arrays�
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� A���array�sparse������������

� A�����
����A�����
�����A�����
�����A�����
����

�� De�ne the vector b by

� b��vector�������������
��

�� De�ne epsilon� M and N � For example�

� epsilon����������M�������N�������

�� Enter

� SDF�A��A��A��A	�A��C�b�epsilon�M�N��

SDF returns these messages�

Looking for an initial solution���

The initial solutions for the primal and dual are

X �
� ���������	����	 ���������	��������� �
���������������� � ���������������� �

���������������� 


���������	��������� ��������������	 �
����������������� � ��������������	� �
���������������� 


� ���������������� � ����������������� �

��������������� � ����������������� �
���������������� 


� ���������������� � ��������������	� �
����������������� � �������������	 �

��������	��������� 

� ���������������� � ���������������� �
���������������� ���������	��������� �
���������	����	 


y �

������	���������� � ��������������
�������������� ������	����������
���������	�����


S �
� ��������������� � �����	��		����� �

���������	��� ����������	��� �
���������	��� 

� �����	��		����� ����	���������	 �
�����������	��� ����������	��� �
���������	��� 

����������	��� ������������	��� �
�����	������� ������������	��� �
���������	��� 

����������	��� ����������	��� �
�����������	��� ����	���������	 �
�����	��		����� 


����������	��� ����������	��� �
���������	��� � �����	��		����� �
��������������� 


Looking for optimal solution���

The optimal primal solution is

X �
� ������������� � ����������������	 �

�������	����� � ��		������������ �
��	���	�������� 


� ����������������	 � �������	������	 �
��	�������������� ���������	������ �

��		������������ 


� �������	����� � ��	�������������� �
�	���������� � ��	�������������� �
�������	����� 


� ��		������������ � ��������	������ �

��	�������������� ��������	������	 �
����������������� 


� ��	���	�������� � ��		������������ �
�������	����� � ������������������ �

������������� 


and its dual is

y �

�������������	 � ��������������
�������������� �������������	
���������	��������


S �

� ����	��������	�� � �����������	 �

�� ��� ��� 

� �����������	 � ����������	���� �

������������� ��� ��� 

��� � ������������� �����	��������� �
������������� ��� 

��� ��� � ������������� �
����������	���� � �����������	 


��� ��� ��� �
�����������	 �����	��������	�� 


The optimal value is �
�����	�������	����
The eigenvalues of the �nal �primal� solution X �

���������������	����	���������

������		��		���� ���������	����	�	�
���������		��	�	�

�
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To solve the same problem from outside� an applica�
tion must prepare a �le with the �properly formatted�
instance� invoke the program� and get the results from
its output� For example� assume that we have already
written the input in the �le inputfile and want the
results in outputfile� We want the optimum value�
the corresponding X matrix and the y vector �in that
order�� We should invoke from the shell

semidefinite 	z 	x 	y � inputfile � outputfile

Remark 
 More messages �the solution and the dual�
ity gap of each iteration� can be printed by setting �at
the beginning of the Maple session� SDP debug��true�
SDP verbose��true� Note also that the precision of the
solutions depends on the number of digits used� You can
control it by assigning the desired number of digits to the
Maple variable Digits�

Remark � In the package semide�nite� besides the
functions we already described� the user can also use
the function cholesky�which �nds the cholesky factor
of a symmetric semide�nite positive matrix� the func�
tion kron prod�which calculates the Kronecker product
of two matrices and kron prod
 to calculate the Kro�
necker product of a triangular matrix by itself�

Related software for SDP
There exist di�erent programs that solve SP �all of them
being recent�� Rendl ��
 gives a toolbox in Matlab to
solve SP by interior�point methods� As Rendl reports
�in a preliminary report�� the user has to provide an ini�
tial strictly interior solution� Vanderberghe and Boyd
���
 also developed a Software for Semide�nite Program�
ming executable in Matlab� The only structure their
code exploits is block�diagonal structure of matrices of
the instance� lmitool ��
 is a user�friendly front�end
to Vanderberghe and Boyd�s code and the user has to
supply some Matlab code before executing it�
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